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INTRODUCTION 
Let K/K be an extension of fields. Fix an algebraic closure R of K. For each 
subfields Li C R we denote by LILz the subfield of K generated by L, and L, . 
Let k, be the algebraic separable closure of k in R and 17 the topological 
Galois group of k,/k. 
Let M,(K) denote the universal cocommutative k-bialgebra measuring K 
to K via @: MJK) @ K + K [4, Sect. 0.71. Each subbialgebra H of M,(K) 
determines a subfield 
KH = (A E K 1 qu @ A) = e(a)h, vu E H) 
of K containing k. Conversely for each intermediate field F between K and k 
there is a unique maximal subbialgebra H = M,(K/F) with F C K*. 
We want to characterize the subfields F of the form KH and the sub- 
bialgebras Mk(K/F). 
In the previous paper [4] we tried this successfully, with M,(K) replaced 
by H,(K), its largest pointed subbilagebra, and Mk(K/F) by H,(K/3’) =def 
M$W n f&(K). 
In this paper we try the same procedure with Mk(K)sep , the coseparable 
pati of J&(K) ( see Section 2 for a definition). The characterization of the 
subbialgebras Mk(K/F)sep (for [K : F] < co) takes the same form as [4]. 
In [4] we constructed a cocommutative k-bialgebra n,,,(K # H) and a 
homomorphism of bialgebras 
for each subbialgebra H of M,(K). 
There is a canonical representation of K-algebras 
U: K # H + End,(K) 
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and we know that [K : KH] < cc if and only if the image o(K # H) is finite 
dimensional as a left K-vector space. 
Suppose H C H,(K) (resp. H C M,(K),,,). Let H# denote the pointed 
(resp. the coseparable) part of the bialgebra &,I, (K # H). 
Then we have: 
THEOREM. [4,4.4] (resp. (2.7(b))). The subbialgebra H is H,(K/F) (resp. 
Mk(K/F)sea) for some subfield F of K with [K : F] < co if and only if (1) the 
left K-vector space a(K # H) is$nite dimensional and (2) S(H#) C H. 
On the other hand we have: 
THEOREM 2.7(a). A subfield F of K containing k with [K : F] < co is of 
the form KH for some subbialgebra H of M,(K),,, if and only if F E 9, where 
the class 9 is dejned below. 
Let 9 be the set of subfields F of K with [K : F] < cc containing k and 
satisfying the following equivalent conditions: 
(i) k,K/F is a (possibly infinite) Galois extension, 
(ii) K/F is (finite) separable with the Galois closure contained in k&, 
(iii) NK/F is a Galois extension for some finite Galois extension N/k 
with NCk,. 
We also have quite similar results using Mk(K)&, , the largest sub-Hopf 
algebra contained in Mk(K)sep , instead of M,(K),,, (2.8). 
Since the category of coseparable cocommutative k-coalgebras is naturally 
equivalent with the category of H-sets (2.2) we can translate the above results 
into the language of II-monoids as follows. 
When A is a k-algebra, let End,(A) (resp. End,&A)) denote the monoid 
of k-linear (resp. k-algebra) endomorphisms of A. End,(A) is naturally a 
left A-module by 
(af )(b) = af (b) 
for a, b E A and f  E End,(A). Let AutJA) denote the group of units in 
En4-a&U. 
We say that a sequence (e, ,..., e,) of elements in A is a partition of unity 
in A if eiej = sgjej and 1 = e, + *.* + e,. Then for each x,,..., x, e End,-,*,(A) 
we have erxr + ... + e,x, E End,.,rs(A) when A is commutatise. 
Let II act on the monoid Endb,-&ks @ K) by 
0.f =(u@K)ofo(u-l@K) 
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Let d be the submonoid of elements x E End,~.al,(k, @ K) of which the 
stabilizer 17, = (0 E 17 1 (TX = x} is an open subgroup of 17. We can identify 
Q = lim End,-,ls(N @ K) C EndL+lg(ks @ K) 
N/k 
where N/k runs through alljnite subextensions of k,/k. 
Let J%’ be the set of submonoids M of I such that (1) M is n-stable, 
(2) for each partition of unity (e, ,..., e,) in k, @ K and each x1 ,..., x, EM 
we have erx, + 1.. + e,x, E M and (3) M generates a finitely generated 
k, @ K-submodule of End,*(k, @ K). 
Let 9 be the set of subgroups G of Autkll(k, @ K) n d such that (1) G is 
U-stable, (2) for each partition of unity (e, ,..., e,) in k, @ K and each 
%Y.., x, E G we have eix, + ... + e,x,& E G if erx, + *a* + e,x, E Aut,.(k, OK) 
and (3) G generates a finitely generated k, @ K-submodule of Endkl(k, @ K). 
In Section 1 of this paper we prove: 
THEOREM. The mzp F H EndfiBgF+&ks @ K) (resp. F H Aut,&ks @ K)) 
is a bijection from 9 onto ~8%’ (resp. onto 3). 
In Section 2 we show that this theorem is equivalent to Theorems 2.7 and 
2.8 stated before. 
1. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
For each submonoid M C Endlc,.&ks OK) let 
K”={h~KIx(l @A) = 1 @h,Vx’xM}, 
which is clearly a subfield of K containing k. We show later (2.6) that when M 
is l7-stable and M C & then [K : KM] < co if and only if M generates a 
finitely generated k, @ K-submodule of End,B(k, @ K). 
When A and B are k-algebras, we denote by Algk(A, B) the set of k-algebra 
maps from A to B. 
In the following we freely identify 
Endk,-&ks 0 K) = Algk(K, k, 0 K). 
Then the II-action is given by 
crf =(u@K)of 
for (T E 17 and f E Algk(K, k, @ K). 
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1.1. LEMMA. Let N/k be a jnite Galois extension with N C k, and the 
Galois group n. Let M C End,.&N @ K) be a a-stable submonoid and F a 
subfield of KM containing k. Suppose [K : F] < 00. 
(a) If F = KM, then NK/F is a Galois extekon. 
(b) If NK/F is a Galois extension and M 1 Aut,&N @ K), then 
F = KM. 
(c) If F = KM and elxl + ... + e,x, E M for each partition of unity 
(e, ,..., e,) in N @ K and each x1 ,..., x, E M, then M = End,B,,.,rs(N 0 K). 
Proof. Decompose 
N@KNA~ x **a x A, 
as a direct product of fields with p,: N @ K + Ai the canonical projection. 
Each Ai is a composite field of N with K over k. Since N/k is a finite Galois 
extension, there are K-isomorphisms ui: A, % Ai with ui 1 NE r. Note that 
AJK are finite Galois extensions. 
We identify 
End,+&N @ K) = AlgJK, N @ K) = Alg,(K, A,) x *** x Alg,(K, A,). 
Let I& C Algk(K, AJ be the image of the composite 
MC Alg,(K, N @ K) 2 Alg,(K, Ai). 
Let Fi = K”f =der {X E K ( x(h) = h for all x s M$}. Clearly K 3 Fi 3 KM 3 F. 
1.1.1. FI = F, = a.. = F, = KM. 
Proof. We have commutative diagrams 
N 0 K (uf’N)@K vN@K 
1 PI -1 Pi 
A, ---& A, 
where ci 1 NE n. Since M C Alg,(K, N @ K) is n-stable, it follows that 
Hence FI = Fi . This means immediately that Fl = --a = F, = KM. 
Q.E.D. 
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1.1.2. Al/F, is a Galois extension. 
Proof. Since A, is the composite field of N with K over k where N/k 
is a Galois extension, each F-algebra map from K into A, can be extended 
to an F-automorphism of A, . Since Al/K is a Galois extension and Fl = KM1 
with Mr C AlgF1(K, A,), it follows immediately that Fl = A,G where 
G = AutFX(A,). Hence Al/F, is a Galois extension. Q.E.D. 
(a) follows from (1.1.1) and (1.1.2). 
1.1.3. I f  NK/F is a Galois extension and MI Aut,,,(N @ K), then 
Ml = Alg,(K A,). 
Proof. Let x E Alg,(K, A,). Since Al/F is a Galois extension, x can be 
extended to an x E AutF(AI). Then u = XINE W. The composite 
N@K+N@K -++ A, -+ A, , 
which is an N @F-algebra surjection, factors uniquely as 
where y is an N @F-algebra isomorphism. Define z E Aut,@,,(N @ K) by 
43 ,..., a,> = (h ,..., b,) 
for a, E A, , where 6,0 = y-l(a,), b, = y(aiO) and b, = aj for J’ # 1, i,, , in 
casei, # 1;4 =y(al)andbj = a$forj # 1,incaseis = 1. 
If we view z E Alg,(K, N @ K), then clearly 
Hence x E M, . Q.E.D. 
This proves (b). 
Let (e, ,..,, e,) be the partition of unity in N @ K associated with the 
decomposition N @ K N A, x a.0 x A,. . Thus p,(eJ = Sij . 
In the following suppose F = KM and eix, + .a* + e,x, EM for all 
x1 ,...) x, EM. 
1.1.4. M 7 Ml x **- x M,. . 
Proof. Let yi E MS . There are xie M with yi =pi 0 x,. Let x = 
6x1 + ***+e,.xx,~M. Theny, =ptoxalso. Hence(y,,...,y,)EM, x *** 
x M, comes from x E M. Q.E.D. 
1.1.5. Ml = Alg,(K, A,). 
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Proof. Let G be the Galois group of A#. Let Gr be the subset of 
elements g E G with g/K E Mr . We claim that Gr is a subgroup of G. Let 
g, k E G, . There are x, y  E M (C AlgF(K, N @ K)) with p, o x = g and 
p,oy=k. Leto=glNErr. Thenz=xoayEM, since Misam-stable 
submonoid. It is clear that p, 0 x = gk. Hence gk E Gr . Since 1 E G, clearly, 
G, is a submonoid of G. Since G is finite, Gr is a subgroup. 
Now Gr contains Autx(Ar) clearly. Hence $1 = IPI = F. Therefore 
G, = G and MI = Alg,(K, A,). Q.E.D. 
Since Mi = Alg,(K, AJ similarly, we have 
M=M,x .*. x M,=Alg,(K,N@K). 
This proves (c). 
1.2. LEMMA. Let K 3 F 3 k be Jields with [K : F] < 00. The following 
are equivalent to one another: 
(i) F = KM for some D-stable submonaid M C EndL,..&ks @ K). 
(ii) k,KjF is a Galois extension. 
(iii) NK/F is a Galois extension for some jinite Galois extension N/k with 
NCk,. 
(iv) K/F is separable with the Galois closure contained in k,K. 
Proof. (ii) o (iii) o (iv) are obvious. For each intermediate field 
k C NC k, we can view End,&N @ K) as a submonoid of Endlc,+&k, @ K) 
naturally. Suppose (i). Since [K : F] < co, there is a finite Galois subextension 
N/k of k,/k such that F = KM’ where M’ = M n End,-,rs(N @ K). Since 
M’ is Aut,(N)-stable, NK/F is a Galois extension by Lemma 1.1(a). Hence 
(i) 3 (iii). Conversely (iii) q (i) follows from Lemma 1.1(b). Q.E.D. 
1.3. Let 9, A, and 9 be as in the Introduction. 
THEOREM. The map @: F -+ Endlc,OF+&ks 0 K) is a bijection from F 
onto A. 
Proof. This and the map ?Pz 4 + 9, MI-+ KM are we:1 defined and 
Yo@ =IbyLemma1.2.Weclaim@oY=I. 
Let ME J&’ and F = KM. We can take such a finite Galois subextension 
N/k of k,/k that F = KM’ where M’ = M n End,.&N @ K). Since M’ 
is an Aut,(N)-stable submonoid of End,.,rs(N @ K) and e,x, + *** + e,x, E 
M’ for all xi E M’ and partition of unity (e, ,..., e,) in N @ K, it follows from 
Lemma 1.1(c) that M’ = End NoF-are(N @ K). Replacing N by an arbitrary 
finite Galois subextension of k,/k containing N and noting [K : q < co, we 
conclude that M = EndksOF.alg(ks @ K). Q.E.D. 
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1.4. COROLLARY. Let M C Endlc,.slg(k8 @ K) be Q n-stable submonoid 
with [K : Fl < 03 where F = KM. Let m be the subset of elements of the form 
v% + e.0 + e,x, where (el ,..., e,) is a partition of unity in k, @ K and 
xi E n/r. Then m = Endk,OF-slg(ks @ K). 
Proof. Ifx=e,x,+...+e,x,,~=f,y,+***+f,y,E~,then 
57 = C eixi(fj) xiyi , 
iJ 
where xi yi E M and (eixi(fj))ij is a partition of unity in k, @ K. Hence x is 
a (clearly n-stable) submonoid of EndkamalB(k, @ K). I f  (gl ,.,., gJ is a 
partition of unity in k, @ K and xr ,..., xr EM, where 
then Cigixi = &gieijxii E %!, since (gieij)ij is a partition of unity in 
k, @ K. Since F = K* clearly, it follows from the theorem above that 
M = Endk8~P-&ks @ K) 
1.5. THEOREM. The map a’: F H Aut,&k, @ K) is a bzjection from .9 
onto 9. 
Proof. Let ?P’: G t+ KG, 9 + 9. Th en !P’o@‘=I. Let GES and 
F = KG. Then G = End k,BF-81g(ks @ K) with the notation in (1.4). Since 
all units in G are contained in G, it follows that G = Aut, &ks @ K). (I 
Hence @’ 0 ?P’ = I. Q.E.D. 
2. INTERPRETATION OF THE THEOREM IN TERMS OF M,(K) 
For coalgebras, bialgebras, and Hopf algebras over a field, see Sweedler [2]. 
The structure maps of a k-coalgebra C will be denoted by d : C -+ C @ C and 
E: C --t k. 
For each k-coalgebra C, put C,, = k * G(C) where 
G(C) = {c E C 1 d(c) = c @ c, e(c) = 1) 
C is group-like if C = Cs, . 
For each set S, we denote by k[S] the group-like k-coalgebra on S, i.e., the 
k-coalgebra with a free basis S and the structure 
for x E S. 
d(x) = x @ x, e(x) = 1 
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2.1. DEFINITION. A k-coalgebra C is cocommutative coseparakle if 
equivalently [3, 4.4.4.11: 
(i) the k,-coalgebra k, @ C is group-like, 
(ii) the k-coalgebra k @ C is group-like, 
(iii) C is cocommutative cosemisimple and R* = Hom,(R, k) is a 
finite separable extension field of k for each simple subcoalgebra R C C. 
Sub- and quotient coalgebras of a cocommutative coseparable k-coalgebra 
are cocommutative coseparable. The tensor product of two cocommutative 
coseparable k-coalgebras is coseparable too. 
By a II-set we mean a set X on which II acts on the left in such a way that 
the stabilizers II, = (7 E Lr 1 yx = z] are open subgroups of 17 for all 
XEX. 
For each k-coalgebra C, II acts on k, @ C naturally. The subset 
r(C) = G(ks 0 Cl, 
which is D-stable, is a D-set. 
2.2. PROPOSITION. [3,4.4.4.2] The functor C H r(C) is an equivazence 
from the category of cocommutative coseparable k-coalgebras onto the category 
of II-sets. 
See [l, Sect. 4,6.4] also. The quasi-inverse is given by r I+ (k,[r]r, where 
k,[.ZJ denotes the group-like k,-coalgebra on r. 
Each k-coalgebra C contains the largest cocommutative coseparable 
subcoalgebra C’,,, which is associated with the D-set r(C). 
If U: C -+ D is a map of k-coalgebras, then U: C,,, + Dsep clearly. If C 
and D are k-coalgebras, Csep @ Dsep C (C @ D)sep . 
2.3. COROLLARY. k, @ Csep = (k, @ Q., = (k, @ C)sep for all k-co- 
algebra C. 
By a l7-monoid (resp. D-group) we mean a monoid (resp. group) object in 
the category of n-sets. It is a monoid (resp. group) X on which Ii’ acts 
continuously as monoid (resp. group) automorphisms. 
It follows directly from (2.2) that the category of cocommutative coseparable 
k-bilagebras (resp. k-Hopf algebras) is equivalent to the category of I7-monoids 
(resp. U-groups). 
If H is a k-bialgebra (resp. k-Hopf algebra), then HSep is a subbialgebra 
(resp. sub-Hopf algebra) of H. 
If M is a lir-monoid, then MX the group of units in M is a IT-group. 
Correspondingly if H is a cocommutative coseparable k-bialgebra, then there 
is the largest sub-Hopf algebra HX of H. 
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Let M,(K) denote the universal cocommutative k-bialgebra measuring K 
to K with the canonical measuring representation 0: M,(K) -+ End,(K) 
[4, Sect. 0.71. For each subcoalgebra C C M,(K), we put 
Kc = {A E K ) O(c)(h) = <(c)h, Vc E C}, 
which is a subfield of K containing k. Conversely if K 3 F 3 k are fields, 
then there is the largest subcoalgebra C = M,(K/F) C M,(K), which is a 
subbialgebra, such that F C Kc [4, Sect. 0.71. 
We determine the l7-monoid r(Mk(K)) corresponding to the coseparable 
part M,(K),,, . Recall that 
where N/k runs through the finite separable extensions, is the largestl7-monoid 
contained in EndK,-&ks @ K). 
Let C be a cocommutative coseparable k-coalgebra. If  w: C @ K -+ K 
measures K to K, then r(C) = G(kS @ C) acts on k, @ K as k,-algebra 
endomorphisms via k, @ w, and gives a map of n-sets: r(C) + 8. Conver- 
sely given a map of n-sets: f(C) + 8, we have a k,-linear map k,[r(C)] Ok, 
(k, @ K) -+ k, @ K which measures k, @ K to itself commuting with the 
n-action. Hence this induces a k-linear map C @ K -+ K which measures 
K to K. (Note that C = (k,[I’(C)])“). This proves: 
2.4. PROPOSITION. The KS-linear map 
k, @ M*(K) R,OO k, 0 End&) G En4#, 63 K), 
where 0 is the canonical measuring representation, induces an isomorphism of 
l7-monoids 
r@&(K)) -5 8. 
The KS-linear map k, @ 0 induces a canonical k,-bialgebra map 
ks 0 M,(K) + M,Jk, 0 K). 
I f  K 3 F 3 k are fields with [K : F] < co, this induces an isomorphism 
k, 0 JC&‘~) -=, M&h 0 Wks OF)) 
(see [4, Sect. 1.101). Since the monoid G(Mk,(k, @ K))(resp.G(M*.((k, @K)/ 
(k, OF)))) equals Endksealg(ks 0 K) (resp. EndksBF+ta(k, 0 K)), we have: 
2.5. COROLLARY. The canonical map of k,-bialgebras 
ks 0 M,(K) - M,.(ks 0 K) 
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induces an injection of monoids 
which commutes with the II-action and has the image 8’. 
If K 3 F 3 k are fields with [K : F] < CO, the above map induces an isomor- 
phism of II-monoids 
Wfk(W’)) 5 Endk8~~-dk, 0 K). 
A subbialgebra H C Mk(K)sep can be identified with a n-stable submonoid 
r(H) C 8. It is clear from above that 
where the right-hand side is defined in Section 1. 
If  in general H C IM,(K) is a subbialgebra, then the smash product K # H 
becomes a cocommutative K/k-bialgebra [4, Sect. 1.51 and has a canonical 
k-algebra map 
u: K # H -+ End,(K) 
called the canonical measuring representation [4, 1.4.21. It is known [4, 1.6.31 
that [K : KH] < co if and only if the left K-vector space a(K # H) is finite 
dimensional. 
Let I’ be a K-vector space and XC I’ a subset. It is clear that KX is 
finite dimensional if and only if X generates a finitely generated k, @ K- 
submodule of k, @ V. 
If H C Wc(K),e, , the subsets u(K # H), P(H) C End,.(k, @ K) generate 
the same k, @ K-submodule, since k&r(H)] N k, @ H. Viewing u(K # H) C 
End,(K) C k, @ End,(K) C End,jk, @ K), we conclude: 
2.6. PROPOSITION. Let M be a l7-stable submonoid of 8. Then [K : KM] ( co 
if and only if M generates a $m*tely generated k, @ K-submodule of 
End,& 0 K). 
This was used in Section 1. 
Let Wz be the category of cocommutative l-coalgebras, for each field 1. 
The scalar extension functor K @ ?: WI, -+ W, has the right aa!joint. 
functor &,K [4, Sect. 1.11. If  GZ? is a cocommutative K/k-bialgebra [4, Sect. 
1.41, then I&/k &’ has a natural structure of cocommutative k-bialgebra 
[4, 1.7.31 and a natural map of k-bialgebras [4, 1.7.51 
6: n X -+ M,(K). 
K/k 
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In particular if H C M,(K) is a subbialgebra, we have a natural map of 
K-bialgebras [4, Sect. 1.91 
with which the composite 6 0 C: H c+ M,(K) is the inclusion where 
L: H+ fl (K# H) 
Klk 
denotes the adjunction [4, 1.1.11. 
Let H be a subbialgebra of Mk(K)sep . We put 
the coseparable part of the K-bialgebra nKllc (K # H). We shall express the 
associated n-monoid I’(H#) in terms of I’(H). 
I f  we put K = K, @ K, we have [4, Sect. 1.101 
and hence by Corollary 2.3 
k, 0 H# - (k, 0 fV sz [gQ {K #k,@s 0 WI] . 
8 gr 
If  % is a cocommutative I?-coalgebra, we can identify [4, Sect. 1.31 
Noting k, @ H N k,[r(H)], we have an isomorphism of n-sets 
WW = G(~NW 
where the right-hand side denotes the group-like elements of the group-like 
x-coalgebra R[F(H)]. 
For each set S let K[AJ denote the group-like K-coalgebra on S. It is easy 
to see that G(J?[SJ) is the set of elements 
elxl + -.’ + e,x, 
where x1 ,..., x, E 5’ (distinct) and (e, ,..., e,) is a partition of unity in R = 
k, @ K. 
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The canonical map of K-bialgebras 
induces 6: H# ---f M,(K)Sep , which can be identified with a map of l7- 
monoids 
6: r(H#) 4 r(lCI,(K)) = &. 
If we identify r(H*) = G(K[T(H)]), it is easy to show that the map 6 sends 
each element 
elxl + .-* + es, (in ~[Wf)l), 
where (e, ,..., e,) is a partition of unity in Z? and xi E r(H), to 
6x1 + ..- + e,x, (in 8). 
The adjunction L: H + H# of course can be identified with the trivial 
inclusion T(H) C+ G(K[I‘(H)]). 
Therefore in view of (2.5), Theorem 1.3 means: 
2.7. THEOREM. (a) For each subjeld F C K with [K :F] < co containing 
k, F belongs to 9 if and only ifF = KH for some subbialgebra H C Mk(K)sep . 
(b) For each subbialgebra H C Mk(K&, , H = M,JK/F)sep for some 
intermediate$eld K 3 F 3 k with [K : F] < 00 if and only if 6(H-#) C H and 
[o(K#H):K] < 00. 
(c) The map F H Mk(K/F)sep is a bijection from 3 onto the set of sub- 
bialgebras H C Mk(K)sep such that 6(H#) C H and [a(K # H): K] < co. 
The largest sub-Hopf algebra Mk(K)&, of Mrc(K)sep clearly corresponds 
to Aut, (k, 8 @ K) n 8. Hence Theorem 1.5 implies: 
2.8. THEOREM. (a) If FE 9, then F = KH for some sub-Hopf algebra 
H C K(K),X,, . 
(b) A sub-Hopf algebra H C M,(K)&, is of the form M,(K/F),X,, for 
some intermediatefield K 3 F 3 K with [K :F] < co ifand only ifG(H+)x C H 
and [a(K # H) : K] < co where 6(H#)X denotes the Hopf part of 6(H#). 
(c) The correspondence F I+ M,(K/F)& is a bijection from 9 onto the 
set of sub-Hopf algebras H C M,(K)&, such that 6(H#)X C H and 
[u(K # H) : K] < 00. 
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